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To a von Neurnann algebra A and a set of linear maps ’ij : A  A, i, j # I such
that a [ (’ij) ij # I : A  AB(l2(I )) is normal and completely positive, we associate
a von Neumann algebra 8(A, ’). This von Neumann algebra is generated by A and
an A-valued semicircular system Xi , i # I, associated to ’. In many cases there is a
faithful conditional expectation E: 8(A, ’)  A; if A is tracial, then under certain
assumptions on ’, 8(A, ’) also has a trace. One can think of the construction
8(A, ’) as an analogue of a crossed product construction. We show that most
known algebras arising in free probability theory can be obtained from the complex
field by iterating the construction 8. Of a particular interest are free Krieger
algebras, which, by analogy with crossed products and ordinary Krieger factors, are
defined to be algebras of the form 8(L[0, 1], ’). The cores of free ArakiWoods
factors are free Krieger algebras. We study the free Krieger algebras and as a result
obtain several non-isomorphism results for free ArakiWoods factors. As another
source of classification results for free ArakiWoods factors, we compute the {
invariant of Connes for free products of von Neumann algebras. This computation
generalizes earlier work on computation of T, S, and Sd invariants for free product
algebras.  1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Let A be a von Neumann algebra and : be an automorphism of A. Then
a well-known crossed product construction produces a larger von Neumann
algebra A <: Z, generated by A and a unitary U, implementing ::
:(a)=UaU*, a # A.
For example, starting with A=L[0, 1], and choosing various ergodic
automorphisms : one obtains Krieger factors, i.e., all hyperfinite factors.
An important property of the crossed product construction is the existence
of a faithful conditional expectation E: A <: Z  A. If A has a faithful trace
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{, and : is {-preserving, then { b E is a faithful trace on the crossed product
algebra.
The situation is quite different if one deals with a completely-positive
map ’: A  A, rather than an automorphism. One possibility is to define
the crossed product algebra as the algebra W*(A, L) generated by A and
an additional operator L, which is the ‘‘Stinespring dilation’’ of ’:
L*aL=’(a), \a # A. (1.1)
A problem with this approach is that there is essentially never a faithful
conditional expectation from W*(A, L) onto A, nor is there a faithful trace
on this algebra. For instance, if ’ is unital, we must have L*L=1. If there
were a faithful trace on W*(A, L), it would then follow that LL*=1,
implying that L is a unitary and ’ is an automorphism. Yet there are many
interesting unital completely-positive maps, which are not automorphisms
(e.g., states and conditional expectations onto unital subalgebras).
However, if we consider instead the algebra B=W*(A, X), where
X=L+L*, (1.2)
then, under certain assumptions (see Proposition 5.2) there exists a normal
faithful conditional expectation from B to A. Moreover, if A is tracial and
’ satisfies a certain condition (see Proposition 2.20 below), then B is also
tracial.
More generally, assume that we are given a collection ’ij , i, j # I of linear
maps from A to itself, so that the associated map ’: A  AB(l2(I )),
given by ’(a)=(’ij (a))i, j # I is normal and completely positive. We canoni-
cally associate an algebra 8(A, ’) to this collection ’ij . This algebra is
generated by A and an A-valued semicircular family Xi : i # I, which is a
family of operators encoding ’. There exists a conditional expectation from
8(A, ’) to A, which is under certain assumptions faithful. If A has a trace,
under certain assumptions on ’, 8(A, ’) also has a trace. In the case of a
single c.p. map ’: A  A, the algebra 8(A, ’) coincides with the algebra
B=W*(A, X) as above. The A-valued semicircular family consists in this
case of one operator X=L+L*.
Implicitely, in a different language, the algebras 8(A, ’) have appeared
in earlier works in free probability theory. Example 3.4 below shows that
the canonical generators of interpolated free group factors of Radulescu
[13, 12] and Dykema [6] can be viewed as operator-valued semicircular
systems. In other words, interpolated free group factors have the form
8(L[0, 1], ’) for certain c.p. maps ’: L[0, 1]  L[0, 1]B(H). The
manipulations with random matrix models for generators of interpolated
free group factors, pioneered first by Voiculescu [19], and later extended
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by Radulescu and Dykema, can be viewed as manipulations with operator-
valued semicircular systems. In fact, one could re-develop all of the theory
of interpolated free group factors without ever using random matrices by
using the operator-valued semicircular systems approach.
In addition, this point of view can be used to extend earlier results from
free probability theory to larger classes of algebras. For example, we have
shown in our earlier paper [16] that Radulescu’s computation of the
fundamental group of L(F) [12] can be extended to prove that the
fundamental group of an arbitrary von Neumann algebra M is included
into that of M V L(F). Here, we in a similar way extend another argument
of Radulescu [13] to show that whenever a II1 factor M has a finite-index
finite-depth subfactor N, then also M V L(Ft), t # (1, +] has a finite-
depth subfactor with the same index and the same algebraic invariant (i.e.,
the same Popa system of higher relative commutants) as does the subfactor
N/M.
The category of hyperfinite algebras can be viewed as ‘‘generated’’ by the
crossed product construction: it is the smallest category containing the
complex scalars C, and which is closed under the operation of crossed
products by automorphisms. It is therefore interesting to consider the
category C, which is in a similar way ‘‘generated’’ by the operation 8( } , } ).
In other words, C is the smallest category containing the complex scalars,
and such that whenever A # C, and ’: A  AB(l2(I )) is a completely-
positive map, then 8(A, ’) # C. It turns out that this category contains
many algebras naturally arising in free probability theory: interpolated free
group factors and free ArakiWoods factors (i.e., the factors obtained from
free quasi-free states in [15]). Moreover, C contains factors of type III0 ,
and is closed under operations of free product, tensor product, and taking
cores (this is shown by establishing ‘‘commutation relations’’ between the
operation 8( } , } ) and these operations). The category C is a free analog of
the category of hyperfinite algebras. The category C contains a subcategory
C{ containing only tracial algebras; C{ is a free analog of the category of
hyperfinite tracial algebras.
An interesting subset of C consists of free Krieger algebras, i.e., algebras
of the form 8(L(R, ’) for various c.p. maps ’ (recall that classical Krieger
factors are of the form L(R) <: Z, : # Aut(L(R))). In the case ’=
:+:&1 for an ergodic automorphism : of L(R), the algebra 8(L(R), ’)
can be expressed as a crossed product, and depends on : only up to orbit
equivalence.
The algebras 8(L(R), ’) have earlier implicitely appeared in [16]
where it was shown that the cores of free ArakiWoods factors (see [15])
have this form. In this paper, we show that the core of any algebra of the
form 8(A, ’) has the form 8(C(A), &), where C(A) denotes the core of A.
Using Voiculescu’s free entropy techniques, we show that for certain c.p.
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maps ’, the free Krieger algebras 8(L(R), ’) cannot be isomorphic to a
free group factor, or to a free group factor, tensor B(H). Applied to cores
of free ArakiWoods factors, this shows that if the spectral measure of the
modular operator of a free quasi-free state has no absolutely-continuous
component, then the core of the free ArakiWoods factor cannot be
L(F)B(H). Since there are free ArakiWoods factors, whose core is
L(F)B(H), our results lead to non-trivial non-isomorphism results
among free ArakiWoods factors.
More generally, we show that if M is any von Neumann algebra with a
normal faithful semifinite weight for which the spectral measure of the
modular operator has no absolutely continuous component, then the core
of M cannot be L(Ft)B(H), for any t # (1, +]. This applies, for example,
if M has a faithful normal semifinite weight which is almost periodic (so
that the spectrum of the modular operator is atomic).
Another source of non-isomorphism results for free ArakiWoods factors
(and more generally, for free products of von Neumann algebras) is the {
invariant of Connes, which we compute for such algebras in this paper. Let
M be a full von Neumann algebra, and $: R  Out(M) be the canonical
map, obtained by choosing a normal faithful semifinite weight , on M
and composing the map t [ _,t # Aut(M) with the quotient map from
Aut(M) to Out(M). Then Connes defined [4] {(M) as the weakest topol-
ogy on R making $ continuous. We show that under certain assumptions,
{((M, ,) V (N, )) is the weakest topology making the two maps t [ _,t
and t [ _t continuous. The { invariant for full factors contains all the
information encoded in the S, T and Sd invariants; thus our computation
generalizes the previous results of Barnett [2] and Dykema [5], comput-
ing the S and T invariants for free products of algebras.
In conclusion, we would like to mention that the construction A [
8(A, ’) makes sense in the C*-category as well as in the von Neumann
algebra category. There is, unfortunately, very little known about this
construction for C*-algebras; however, some of the results of this paper are
valid in the C*-context.
2. DEFINITION OF THE ALGEBRAS 8(A, ’)
2.1. Covariance Matrices. Let A be a separable von Neumann algebra.
Let I be a finite or countable index set. Assume that for each i, j # I we are
given a linear map ’ij : A  A. Consider a Hilbert space H=l2(I ) with
basis ,i , i # I, and operators eij # B(l2(I )), given by
eij,k=$jk,i .
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Given the maps ’ij , i, j # I, we construct the map
’: A  AB(H)
defined by ’(a)= ij # I ’ ij (a)eij .
Definition 2.1. A collection of linear maps ’ij : A  A, i, j # I such that
’: A  AB(H) is normal and completely-positive is called a covariance
matrix.
Lemma 2.2. Let [’ij]ij # I be a covariance matrix. Then there exists a
unique Hilbert A, A-bimodule T=T(’) with an A-valued inner product
( } , } )A , spanned (as a bimodule) by vectors !i # T, satisfying
(!i , a!j) A=’ij (a).
Proof. It is clear that we only have to show existence. Let X be the
A, AB(H) bimodule associated to the map ’: A  AB(H) (cf. [14]).
More precisely, let X be the Banach space obtained after separation and
completion of AAlgC (AB(H)) with respect to the inner product
(aa$, bb$) AB(H)=(a$)* ’(a*b) b$, a, b # A, a$, b$ # AB(H).
Then X admits a natural left action of A and a right action of AB(H).
The vector !=1A 1AB(H) # X satisfies
(!, a!) AB(H)=’(a), a # A.
Fix i0 # I, and identify A with Aei0 i0 /AB(H). Let T=Xei0 i0 . Then
T is an A, A bimodule, using our identification of A with a subset of
AB(H). Moreover, if ‘, ‘$ # T, then (‘, ‘$) AB(H) # Aei0 i0 , so that T is
an A, A Hilbert bimodule with the inner product ( } , } ) A=( } , } ) AB(H) .
Consider !i=!eii0 . Then
(!i , a!j) A=(!eii0 , a!eji0 ) AB(H)=ei0 i’(a) eji0=’ ij (a), a # A. (2.1)
Moreover, T is clearly spanned by !i , i # I as an A, A-bimodule. K
If , is a normal faithful state on A, then (h, g) =,((h, g) A) defines a
scalar-valued inner product on T. The completion T, of T with respect to
this inner product is an A, A-correspondence (i.e., a Hilbert space carrying
normal left and right actions of A).
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2.2. A Jordan Subbimodule Associated to a Complete Positive Map.
Definition 2.3. Let T be a Hilbert bimodule over A. A real subspace
K/T is called a Jordan subbimodule of T if K is a closed subspace of T,
and satisfies
ahb*+bha* # K, \a, b # A, \h # K.
Let ’ij : A  A, T, !i be as above. Consider the set
K’=spanR{ :finite aj!jb j*+b j !jaj*: aj , bj # A= ,
where the closure is taken with respect to the Hilbert bimodule norm on
T, &h&=&(h, h) 12A &A . Then K
’ is a real subspace of T naturally associated
to ’.
Lemma 2.4. K’ is a Jordan subbimodule of K.
Proof. We have to show that if a, b # A and h # K’, then ahb*+bha*
# K’. It is sufficient to check this property for h of the form
h=: aj !jbj*+bj!j aj*, aj , bj # A
Then
ahb*+bha*=: aaj!j bj*b*+abj!j aj*b+: baj !jbj*a*+bbj! jaj*a*
=: (aaj) !j (bbj)*+(bbj) !j (aaj)*
+: (abj) !i (baj)*+(baj) !j (baj)* # K’. K
2.3. Examples.
Example 2.5. Let I be a set of one element. Then we are given a single
complete-positive map ’: A  A, T is the A, A-bimodule associated to this
map. In this case (2.1) reads
(!, a!) A=’(a), a # A.
The subspace K ’ in this case is the closure of the set of elements of the
form  ai !bi*+bi!ai*.
Example 2.6. Let ’j : A  A, j # J be completely-positive maps. Let
’ij=$ij’ij . In this case T(’) is the direct sum of the bimodules associated
to each ’j , j # J. More generally, assume that I=: # J I: , and ’:ij , i, j # I:
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are covariance matrices. Then define ’ij (a) to be zero if i # J: , j # J; , :{;,
and ’ij (a)=’:ij(a), if i, j # I: . Then T(’) is the direct sum of T(’
:), : # J.
Example 2.7. (a) Let ,: A  A be a normal faithful state, viewed as
a completely-positive map from A to itself. Then the bimodule T(,) can be
naturally identified with the bimodule L2(A, ,), A, carrying the obvious
right and left actions of A, and with the inner product
(aa$, bb$)A=(a$)* ,(a*b) b$.
The correspondence T, is isomorphic to L2(A, ,)L2(A, ,).
(b) Let id: A  A be the identity map, viewed as a completely-
positive map from A to itself. In this case T(id) can be naturally identified
with A, viewed as an A, A-bimodule in the obvious way. The inner product
is given by
(a, b) =a*b;
the Jordan subbimodule K’ is the Jordan subalgebra of A, consisting of all
self-adjoint elements. Lastly, T, is L2(A, ,) with the usual right and left
actions of A.
(c) Let A be a von Neumann algebra and B a von Neumann sub-
algebra of A. Assume that F: A  B is a conditional expectation, and let
’: A  A be equal to F. Let A1 be the basic construction for the inclusion
B/A. Let , be a normal faithful state on A. Then T, is isomorphic to
L2(A1) as an A, A-correspondence. The vector !, implementing ’, is (up to
normalization) the Jones’ projection for the inclusion B/A.
Example 2.8. Let (X, +) be a measure space, with a probability
measure +. Let A=L(X, +). Let , be the normal state on A, given by
integration against +. Let ’ be a finite positive measure on X_X. Denote
by ?1 , ?2 the two coordinate projections from X_X onto X. Assume that
the push-forwards ?i*’ are absolutely-continuous with respect to +. Then
’ gives rise to a completely positive map ’: A  A by (writing formally)
’( f )(x)=|
X
f ( y) d’(x, y), f # L(X, +).
The more precise definition is that
(’( f )(x) g(x), +) =( f ( y) } g(x), ’) (2.2)
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for all f # L(X, +) and g # L1(X, +), where ( } , } ) denotes the pairing
between functions and measures. In this case T can be identified with a
dense subset of L2(X_X, ’). The identification sends fg # T, for f, g # A,
to the function f (x) g( y) # L2(X_X, ’). The vector ! # T corresponds to
the constant function 1 on X_X. Equation (2.1) becomes precisely Eq. (2.2).
The completion T, of T is L2(X_X, ’).
The real subspace K’ consists of those functions f (x, y) # T, for which
f (x, y)=f ( y, x).
Choosing ’ to be the product measure +_+ corresponds to Example
2.7(a), and choosing ’ to be the delta measure along the diagonal subset
of X_X corresponds to Example 2.7(b).
Example 2.9. Let A=C. In this case ’ij : A  A defines a positive
matrix (aij) i, j # I by a ij=’ij (1). The bimodule T is then just a Hilbert space
with a basis !j , satisfying
(!i , !j)=aij .
The subspace K’ is the real span of !j ; in this case K ’/T is a real sub-
space of T, which spans T as a complex space.
2.4. Fock Space. Let ’ij : A  A, i, j # I be a covariance matrix. Let T be
the A, A Hilbert bimodule as in Lemma 2.2. Consider the A, A Hilbert
bimodule
T=A 
n>0
T }A n. (2.3)
This bimodule was first introduced by Pimsner [10], and is called the
full Fock space of A. For h # T, consider the A-linear operator L(h),
defined by
L(h) } a=h } a, a # A
L(h) } x1  } } } xn=hx1  } } } xn , xi # T, i=1, ..., n.
Then L(h) extends to an adjointable operator on T, satisfying
L(h)* L(g)=(h, g) A , h, g # T (2.4)
and
aL(h) b=L(ahb), a, b # A, h # T. (2.5)
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In particular,
&L(h)&2=&l(H)* L(h)&=(h, h) A=&h&2, (2.6)
so that h [ L(h) is an isometry from T with its Hilbert bimodule norm to
operators on T, with operator norm.
Let , be a normal faithful state on A. Then composing the A-valued
inner product on T with , endows T with pre-Hilbert space structure. Its
Hilbert space completion will be denoted T, . If h # T, the operator L(h)
extends to a bounded operator on T, . Furthermore, equations (2.4) and
(2.5) still hold for the extension of L(h) to T, .
Consider the vector 1A /A/T/T, . It is easily seen that the Hilbert
space closure in T, of [a1Ab: a, b # A] is isomorphic to L2(A, ,) as an
A, A-bimodule. Let P: T,  [a1A b: a, b # A] be the orthogonal projection.
Let E: B(T,)  B(L2(A, ,)) be given by E(x)=PxP.
Lemma 2.10. E is a normal conditional expectation from W*(A, L(h):
h # T ) onto A/B(L2(A, ,)).
Proof. It is clear that E is a normal map, and that E is A-bilinear. It
is therefore sufficient to show that the image of E lies in A. Let x #
W*(A, L(h): h # T ). Then x can be approximated in the weak topology by
sums of elements of the form
a0 L(h1) g1 a1 } } } L(hn) gn an ,
where aj # A, and gj is 1 or V and hj # T. In view of (2.4) and (2.5), we have
L(h)* aL(g)=(h, ag) A # A
if h, g # T and a # A. It follows that x can be approximated by sums of
elements of the form
W=a0L(h1) a1 } } } L(hn) anb0 L(g1)* b1 } } } L(gm)* bm , (2.7)
where aj , bj # A and hj # T, m, n0. It is clear that E(W)=0, unless
n=m=0, i.e., W # A. Thus in any case E(W) # A. K
2.5. A-Valued Semicircular Families.
Definition 2.11. Let ’ij : A  A, i, j # I be a covariance matrix. Let ,
be a normal faithful state on A. Let T, !i , i # I be as in Lemma 2.2. The
operators X ,i =L(!i)+L(! i)*: T,  T, are said to form an A-valued semi-
circular family with covariance ’.
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Notation 2.12. Let ’ij : A  A, i, j # I be a covariance matrix, and , be
a normal faithful state on A. We denote by 8,(A, ’) the von Neumann
algebra generated on T, by the A-valued semicircular system X ,i , i # I
and A.
Remark 2.13. The conditional expectation E of Lemma 2.10 restricts to
a normal conditional expectation E, : 8,(A, ’)  A.
Lemma 2.14. Let , be a normal faithful state on A. Then the vector
1A # T, is cyclic for the action of 8,(A, ’) on T, . The vector state on
8,(A, ’) associated to 1A is exactly the state , b E, . Consequently, the GNS
representation of 8,(A) for the state , b E, is faithful.
Proof. Since T, is the closure of T=An>0 T}A n, it is densely
spanned by vectors of the form
a, h1 , h1 h2 , ...
with a # A and hj # T. Let H/T, be the closure of 8,(A, ’) } 1A . Since if
a # A, a } 1A=a # T, we see that a # H for all a # A. Furthermore,
 ai X ,i bi } 1A= ai !ibi ; since T is linearly spanned (as an A, A-bimodule)
by !i , i # I, we find that T/H.
We now proceed by induction. Assume that we have proved that for all
n<N, and all hi # T, i=1, ..., n, the vector h1  } hn # H; equivalently,
that T A n/H for all n<N. Consider W=a1 X ,i1b1a2 X
,
i2
b2 } } } aNX ,iN bN ,
for aj , bj # A, i j # I. Then W1A # H. Furthermore, W1A=a1 !i1 b1 a2! i2 b2
 } } } aN!iN bN+ f, where f # A0<k<N T
A k. Since by inductive
hypothesis f # H, it follows that a1! i1b1 a2! i2 b2  } } } aN!iN bN # H.
Since T is spanned (as an A, A-bimodule) by !i , i # I, it follows that
T A n/H. Thus 1A is cyclic.
Let now (x)=(1A , x } 1A) the inner product taken in T, . We claim
that =, b E, . Since  and , b E, are both normal and linear, it is suf-
ficient to check that (W)=, b E(W), where W is as in (2.7). If n and m
are not both zero in the expression for W, then W1A =A } 1A , so that
(W)=0. But in this case also E(W)=0. On the other hand, when W # A,
we have E(W)=W and (W)=,(W), by the definition of the inner
product on T, . K
Proposition 2.15. Let ,,  be two normal faithful states on A. Then
there exists an isomorphism :: 8,(A, ’)  8(A, ’), which is identity on A,
carries X ,i into X

i and satisfies E b :=E, .
Proof. Let : be the GNS representation of 8,(A, ’) associated to the
state  b E, . We claim that :(8,(A, ’)) is isomorphic to 8(A, ’). Since the
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GNS representation of 8(A, ’) associated to the state  b E is faithful
(see Lemma 2.14), it is sufficient to show that
 b E,(a0X ,i1 a1 } } } X
,
in
an)= b E(a0 X i1 a1 } } } X

in
an),
which is left to the reader. Reversing the roles of , and  shows that : is
an isomorphism. K
2.6. The algebras 8(A, ’).
Definition 2.16. We write 8(A, ’)=8,(A, ’), E=E, , Xi=X ,i where
, is an arbitrary normal faithful state on A.
Proposition 2.15 shows that this definition makes sense.
Proposition 2.17. Let ’ij : A  A, i, j # I be a covariance matrix.
Assume I$/I. Then
W*(Xi : i # I$)/8(A, ’)
is isomorphic to 8(A, [’ij] i, j # I$).
Proposition 2.18 [17]. Let ’ij : A  A, i, j # I be a covariance matrix.
Assume that I is the disjoint union of in sets I: , : # J. Assume moreover that
whenever i # I: , j # I; with :{;, one has ’ij=0. Then the algebras B:=
W*(A, Xi : i # I:), : # J are free with amalgamation over A in the A-valued
probability space (8(A, ’), E: 8(A, ’)  A). For each : # J, B: is isomorphic
to 8(A, [’ij] i, j # I:).
Proposition 2.19. Let ’ij : A  A, + ij : A  A, i, j # I be two covariance
matrices. Assume that there exists a Hilbert bimodule isomorphism :: T(’)
 T(+), which sends K’/T(’) onto K+/T(+) (see Subsection 2.2 for the
notation). Then the algebras 8(A, ’) and 8(A, +) are isomorphic.
Proof. Let , be a normal faithful state on A. It is sufficient to prove
that 8,(A, ’)=W*(A, L(h)+L(h)*: h # K’) on T, . Since !j # K’, we
clearly have
8,(A, ’)=W*(A, L(!i)+L(!i)*: i # I )/W*(A, L(h)+L(h)*: h # K’).
Let X(h)=L(h)+L(h)*. Thus, Xi=X(!i). Then
&X(h)&2 &L(h)&=2 &H&T , (2.8)
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using (2.6). Moreover, if ai , bi # A, then using (2.5),
: aiX(!i) bi*+bi X(!i) ai*=: ai L(!i) bi*+bi L*(!i) a i*
+: ai L*(!i) bi*+biL(!i) ai*
=: L(a!i bi*)+L*(ai !ibi*)
+: L(bi!i ai*)*+L(bi!i ai*)
=: X(a!i bi*)+: X(bi !iai*).
It follows that if h # spanR( ai !ibi*+bi!i ai*), then X(h) # 8(A, ’).
Assume now that h # K’. Choose a sequence hj # spanR[ a i! ibi*+
bi !iai*], so that &h&hj&  0. Then X(hj) # 8(A, ’), and because of (2.8),
X(hj)  X(h) in norm. Hence X(h) # 8(A, ’). K
2.7. Traciality. The proof of the following proposition is identical to
the proof of [16, Lemma 4.2] and is therefore omitted.
Proposition 2.20. Let ’ij : A  A be a covariance matrix. Assume that {
is a trace on A, and ’ij satisfies
{(’ij (a) b)={(a’ ji (b)), i, j # I, a, b # A.
Then { b E is a trace on the algebra 8(A, ’).
2.8. Concluding Remarks.
2.9. Let T be a Hilbert bimodule over A. Then, starting with a Jordan
submodule K of T, one can carry out the construction of the Fock space
T and of the algebra 8(A, K/T )=W*(A, L(h)+L(h)* : h # K). In the
case of the Jordan subbimodule K’/T(’) this construction yields 8(A, ’).
This is analogous to the construction of free ArakiWoods factors (see
[15] and also below).
2.10. Rather than working in the category of von Neumann algebras,
one can also work in the category of C*-algebras. In this case, one can
define the algebra 8 (A, ’) to be the C*-algebra generated by A and the
A-valued semicircular family Xi , i # I. All of the results of this section
remain valued for 8 instead of 8.
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3. EXAMPLES OF THE ALGEBRAS 8(A, ’)
We consider examples of the algebras 8(A, ’). The order of the examples
follows that of the examples of Subsection 2.3.
Example 3.1. Let A be a von Neumann algebra, and ’: A  A be a
single completely-positive map. Then 8(A, ’) is generated by A and a
single A-valued semicircular variable X=X*. X encodes the completely-
positive map by
E(XaX )=’(a), \a # A.
Let , be a normal faithful state on A. Then the A, A-correspondence
T, is just the Hilbert-space norm closure of AXA/L2(8(A, ’), , b E).
Similarly, T, is exactly L2(8(A, ’), , b E).
Recall that X=L(!)+L(!)*, where L(!) satisfies
L*(!) aL(!)=’(a), a # A.
Assume that ’ is unital (i.e., ’(1)=1), and let , as above be a normal
faithful state. Then L*(!) L(!)=1. In fact, it is easy to check that L(!) is
V-distributed with respect to , b E in the same way as a free creation
operator (see e.g. [23]). It follows that the distribution of X is semicircular:
, b E(Xn)=
1
? |
?
&?
tn - 1&t2 dt.
In particular, W*(X )&L[0, 1].
Example 3.2. Let I be an index set, and assume that for each i # I,
’i : A  A is a completely-positive map. Consider the covariance matrix
’ij (a)=$ ij’i (a), a # A. Then 8(A, ’) is generated by A and self-adjoint
elements Xi , i # I. For each i # I, let Ai be the algebra generated by A and
Xi . Then Ai $8(A, ’i). Moreover, Ai , i # I, are free with amalgamation
over A. Hence
8(A, ’)=VA(8(A, ’ i), E|Ai).
Let , be a faithful normal state on A. Assume that ’i is unital for each
i. Then Xi=L(!i)+L(!i)*, i # I, where L*(!i) L(!j)=’ ij (1)=$ij . It is not
hard to check that the family [L(!i)] i is jointly V-distributed with respect
to , b E as a family of free creation operators. In particular, L(!i), i # I, are
V-free. Hence W*(Xi : i # I )$Vi # I W*(Xi)$L(F |I | ).
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Example 3.3. (a) Let , be a normal faithful state on A, and let ’=,.
Then 8(A, ’)=W*(A, X), X=L(!)+L(!)*, and L(!) satisfies
L(!)* aL(!)=,(a), a # A.
It follows from [16, Theorem 2.3] that with respect to the state , b E,
L(!) is V-free from A. Hence
8(A, ’)=W*(A, X)$(A, ,) V (W*(X), , b E|W*(X))$(A, ,) V L[0, 1].
(b) Let ’: A  A be the identity map. Then 8(A, ’)=W*(A, X ),
X=L(!)+L(!)*, and L(!) satisfies
L(!)* aL(!)=a, a # A.
Thus for a # A,
[L(!), a]* [L(!), a]=a*L(!)* L(!) a&a*L(!)* aL(!)
+L(!)* a*L(!) a&L(!)* a*aL(!)=0.
Hence L(!) a=aL(!) for all a # A. Let , be a normal faithful state on A.
It is easily seen that L(!) is independent from A with respect to , b E.
Hence
8(A, ’)=W*(A, X)$AW*(X)$AL[0, 1].
(c) Let B be a von Neumann subalgebra of A, and let F: A  B be
a normal conditional expectation. Let , be a state on A. In this case
8(A, ’) is generated by A and X=L(!)+L(!)*, where L(!) satisfies:
L(!)* aL(!)=F(a), a # A.
It follows from [16, Theorem 2.3] that L(!) is V-free from A with
amalgamation over B. Moreover, W*(B, X)$BW*(X)$BL[0, 1].
Hence
8(A, ’)$(BL[0, 1]) VB A. (3.1)
More generally, consider for an index set I the covariance matrix +ij(a)
=$ij F(a), a # A, i, j # I. Then combining (3.1) and Example 3.2 gives that
8(A, +)$VB, i # I ((BL[0, 1]) VB A)$(BL(F |I | )) VB A.
Example 3.4. Let A=L[0, 1]. As discussed in Example 2.8, a com-
pletely positive map ’: A  A is represented by a certain measure on
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FIG. 1. Definition of P(x, y).
[0, 1]2, also denoted by ’. We will consider more general examples of ’
below in Section 7.1; for now we will only look at an example with ’
absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure on the square.
Let 0<t1 be a fixed number. We consider the measure ’(x, y)=
P(x, y) dx dy on [0, 1]2, where P is given by
P(x, y)={0,1,
if x>t and y>1
otherwise
The region where P is equal to 1 is shaded in Fig. 1.
In this case 8(A, ’) is generated by A and an A-valued semicircular
variable X, determined by the fact that
E(XaX)=’(a), a # A.
Let , be the normal faithful state on A, corresponding to integration
against Lebesgue measure. Let Y be a semicircular variable, free from
(A, ,). Equivalently, let Y be an A-valued semicircular variable, defined by
E(YaY )=,(a), a # A
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Let p # A be the projection, corresponding to the characteristic function
of [t, 1]. Let X$=Y& pYp. Then X$ is again an A-semicircular variable.
Let a=a(x) be a function in A. Then
E(X$aX$)=E((Y& pYp) a(Y& pYp))
=E(YaY)&E(YapYp)&E( pYpaY)+E( pYpapYp)
=|
1
0
a(x) dx& p |
1
t
a(x) dx
=’(a).
Thus X$ is an A-semicircular variable, corresponding to the same
completely-positive map as X. It follows that the joint distributions of A, X
and A, X$ with respect to , b E are the same, so that 8(A, ’)$W*(A, X$)
$W*(A, Y& pYp). By the results of Radulescu and Dykema, the latter
algebra is isomorphic to the interpolated free group factor L(F2&t 2).
Example 3.5. Let A=C. In this case the bimodule T is just a Hilbert
space, and the Fock space T is the usual full Fock space of this Hilbert
space (see, e.g, [23, 15]). The operators L(h), h # T, are the usual free
creation operators. Hence
8(A, ’)=W*(L(h)+L(h)*: h # K’),
where K’ is a real subspace of T, as discussed in Example 2.9. Thus 8(A, ’)
=1(K’/T ), in the notation of [15, Remark 2.7]. The resulting von
Neumann algebra depends on the inclusion K’/T; it can be a free group
factor (corresponding, e.g., to K’=R2/C2=T ), or a free ArakiWoods
factor. See [15] for details. It is worth noting that all free ArakiWoods
factors arise as 8(C, ’) for a suitable ’. Indeed, let K/H be a real sub-
space of a complex Hilbert space. Choose an orthonormal basis [!i] for K,
for its real inner product Re( } , } ) |K . Let !ij=(! i , !j) (which is in general
complex). Then the inclusion K/H is isomorphic to the inclusion K’/T,
constructed out of the covariance matrix ’ij .
4. APPLICATION: SUBFACTORS OF A V L(Ft)
The aim of this section is to prove the following:
Theorem 4.1. Let M/N be a finite index finite depth inclusion of II1
factors. Then there exists an inclusion of II1 factors A/B, A$M V L(Fr),
B$N V L(Ft), r, t # (1, +] so that A/B has the same Popa system of
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higher relative commutants as M/N. In particular, [B: A]=[M: N] and
A/B is finite-depth.
Proof. Since the inclusion M/N is finite-depth, there exists an inclu-
sion of finite dimensional algebras R/Q, R/M, Q/N so that
Q / N
_ _
R / M
is an extremal non-degenerate commuting square. Then by a result of S.
Popa (see [11]), it follows that the following commuting square is non-
degenerate, for n2 integer or infinite:
Q / N / N VQ (L(Fn)Q)
_ _ _
R / M / M VR (L(Fn)R).
It is known (see [11, 13]) that the algebras A=M VR (L(Fn R) and B=
N VQ (L(Fn R) are II1 , factors; moreover, the inclusion A/B has the
same Popa system as M/N (hence the same index, and is finite-depth).
We now show that B is isomorphic to an algebra of the form N V L(Fq)
for a certain q. Let F: N  Q be the normal conditional expectation. Let fk ,
1kM be the orthogonal minimal central projections of Q, Mk=1 fk=1,
and for each k, ekij fk , 1i, jNk be matrix units, satisfying 
Nk
i=1 e
k
ii=
fk , ekije
k$
i $j $=$kk$$ ji $e
k
ij $ , e
k
ij=(e
k
ji)*. Let { be the normalized trace on N. Then
F is given by
F(n)= :
M
k=1
:
Nk
ij=1
{(ekijn)
&e jij&22
ekij .
Consider the covariance matrix Fij : N  N, 1i, jn given by
Fij (n)=$ijF(n).
Then by Examples 3.3(c) and 3.2, 8(N, [Fij])$B. Thus B is generated
by N and an N-valued semicircular system X1 , ..., Xn with covariance Fij ;
in particular,
EN(X inXj)=$ij F(n), \n # N.
Let Yi be a free semicircular family, free from N. Equivalently (see
Example 3.3(a)), let Yi be an N-valued semicircular system, satisfying
EN(Y inYj)=$ ij {(n), \n # N.
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Consider
Zi= :
M
k=1
fk :
Nk
i=1
1
&ekii&
2
2
eki1Yie
k
1i .
For example, let the algebra Q be M3 M4 M2 and denote by Si the
‘‘corner’’ 1&ei11&
2
2 e
i
11Ye
i
11 . Then Zi is given by
Q=
V V V
,
V V V 0 0
V V V
V V V V
0
V V V V
0
V V V V
V V V V
0 0
V V
V V
Zi=
S1 0 0
.
0 S1 0 0 0
0 0 S1
S2 0 0 0
0
0
. . . 0 0
0
0 0
. . . 0
0 0 0 S2
0 0
S3 0
0 S3
By (2.5), Zi is again an N-valued semicircular family. Its covariance matrix
is given by
EN(Z: nZ;)=EN \ :
M
k=1
fk :
Nk
k=1
eki1Y:e
k
1in :
M
k=1
fl :
Nl
j=1
elj1 Y;e
l
1j+
=$:; :
M
k=1
fk :
Nk
i, j=1
1
&ekii&
2
2
eki1(e
k
1ine
k
j1) e
k
1j
=$:; :
M
k=1
fk :
Nk
i, j=1
1
&ekii&
2
2
{(ekijn) e
k
ij
=$:; F(n), n # N.
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Hence Zi are an N-valued semicircular system with the same covariance as
Xi . Thus W*(N, Zi : 1in)$W*(N, Xi : 1in)$B. On the other hand,
by the results of Radulescu (see [13, 16]), we have that W*(N, Zi : 1in)
is isomorphic to N V L(Fq), for
q= :
M
k=1
{(ek11)
2= :
M
k=1
{( fk)2
N 2k
.
(Assuming that n is sufficiently large, so that q is bigger than 1.)
A similar argument shows that A$M V L(Fq$).
We have therefore proved our theorem for those values of t, which can
be obtained (for a particular M/N) from integer or infinite n.
To obtain the statement of the theorem in full generality, note that
because of the compression formula [16, Theorem 5.5], proving the
theorem for one finite value of t proves it for all finite values of t. Indeed,
one simply replaces the inclusion A/B by a suitable compression or
amplification of it. K
5. APPLICATION: CORES OF FREE ARAKIWOODS FACTORS
5.1. Faithfullness of E. We start by proving a necessary and sufficient
condition for the conditional expectation E: 8(A, ’)  A to be faithful. We
first prove a lemma.
Lemma 5.1. Let A be a von Neumann algebra, ’ij : A  A be a covariance
matrix, and , be a normal faithful state on A. Denote by T k, , k>1 the subspace
of T, spanned by tensors of length k (i.e., corresponding to n=k in (2.3)),
and by T 0, the subspace L
2(A, ,). Denote by 0 # L2(A, ,) the vector 1.
Assume that , b E is faithful on 8(A, ’). Then
(a) Let S=S, b E , 2=2, , J=J, be the standard Tomita theory
operators associated to the state X b E on the algebra 8(A, ’). Then S, 2 and
J leave each subspace T k, , k=0, 1, ..., globally invariant. The restrictions of
S, 2, J to L2(A, ,)=T 0, coincide with the corresponding Tomita theory
operators on L2(A, ,).
(b) For h # K’, set X(h)=L(h)+L(h)*. Then
Sb*SX(h) 0=h } b, b # A, h # K ’.
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(c) J, restricted to T,=T 1, , defines an A-bimodule anti-isomorphism
between T, and itself. Denote by ( } , } )A the A-valued inner product on
T/T, . Then, for all h, g # K’ we have
J(h, a* } J(g))A0=(g, a } J(h))A 0.
(d) The operator 2it defines a one-parameter group of unitary trans-
formations on T, , so that
2it(a } h } b)=_,t (a) } 2
it(h) } _,t (b), a, b # A, h # T
1
, . (5.1)
Moreover, the operators 2it, t # R, leave K’/T, globally invariant.
(e) For h # K’,
_, b Et (X(h))=X(2
it(h)).
Proof. (a) It is sufficient to prove the claimed property for S, since T k,
are orthogonal for different k, and the other operators are functions of S
and S*.
The proof proceeds by induction on k. It is clear that T 0, is invariant.
Assume that all T n, , n<k, are invariant. Since
T k,=span[a0Xi1a1 } } } an&1Xin&1 an : nk, ij # I, aj # A]span[T
n
, : n<k]
and span[a0Xi1 a1 } } } an&1Xin&1 an : nk] is clearly invariant, it follows that
T k, is also invariant.
(b) If h # K’, Sb*SX(h) 0=S(b*X(h) 0)=h } b.
(c) Denote by j the restriction of J to T, . Then j is clearly an anti-
isometry from T, to itself. Furthermore, since J8(A, ’) J commutes with
8(A, ’), we have
a } j(h)=aJX(h)0=aJX(h) J0=JX(h) Ja0=J(X(h) } a*)0= j(h } a*).
Since j2=1, we get
j(h) } a*= j( j( j(h) } a*))= j(a } jj(h))= j(a } h).
Also,
JX(h) JX(g) a0=JX(h) J(g } a)=JX(h) a* } j(g)
=J(ha* } j(g))+J((h, a* } j(g)) A)
= g } a j(h)+J(h, a* } j(g)) A
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On the other hand, using the fact that a # A and JX(h) J commute
X(g) JX(h) Ja0=X(g) aJX(h) J0= ga } j(h)+(g, a } j(h)) A .
Hence J (h, a* } j(g))A 0=(g, a } j(h))A 0 for all h, g # K’.
(d) Denote by 0 # T 0, the vector 1. Then , b E is the vector-state
associated to 0. Note that the restriction of _, b Et to A is _
,
t .
Let K=[x # 8(A, ’): x=x*) & T 1, . We claim that K
’=K. Notice that
both K and K’ are closed in the operator norm. Clearly, K’/K. It is there-
fore sufficient to prove that K’ is dense in K. Since , b E is faithful, it is
sufficient to prove that the unit ball of K’ is dense in K for the Hilbert
space norm induced by , b E. But this is obvious, since K’ spans T as a
complex linear space (in fact, every element of T can be written as a linear
combination of two elements from K ’).
Now, _t maps T 1, into itself and [x # 8(A, ’): x=x*] into itself. Thus _t
leaves K invariant, so that _t leaves K ’ invariant.
Since the modular group is a homomorphism, we get that
_t(aX(h))=_t(a) _t(X(h)), a # A, h # K’.
Since _t(X(h)) 0=2it(h) # K ’/T 1, , we get
_t(a) _t(X(h)) 0=_t(a) } 2it(h).
Hence
2it(a } h)=_t(aX(h))=_t(a) } 2it(h). (5.2)
On the other hand, _t(X(h) b) 0=2it(h } b). This is equal to
_t(X(h)) _t(b) 0=S_t(b)* S_t(X(h)) 0=S_t(b)* S2it(h)=2it(h) } (_t(b)),
since 2it(h) # K’ . Thus
2it(h } b)=2it(h) } _t(b). (5.3)
Combining (5.2) and (5.3) gives (5.1).
(e) By definition, 2ith=2it(X(h))0=_t(X(h))0. Since 2it(h) # K ’,
we get that X(2it(h)) # 8(A, ’). Thus X(2it(h))0=2ith=_t(X(h))0. Since
the state , b E is assumed to be faithful, it follows that _t(X(h))=X(2it(h)).
K
Proposition 5.2. Assume that ’ij : A  A is a covariance matrix, and ,
is a normal faithful state on A. Denote by ( } , } ) A the A-valued inner
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product on the Hilbert bimodule T. Then the following statements are
equivalent:
(a) There an isomorphism of A bimodules j: T,  T, , j2=1, so that
for all h, g # K’,
(g, a } j(h))A 1A=J(h, a* } j(g))A 1A ,
where J denotes the Tomita conjugation operator on L2(A, ,) % 1A .
(b) The conditional expectation E: 8(A, ’)  A is faithful.
Proof. We have proved that (b) implies (a) in Lemma 5.1. To prove the
opposite implication, it is sufficient to prove that , b E is a faithful state.
Consider the cyclic representation of 8(A, ’) on the Fock space T, with
the cyclic vector 0. Let T n/T, be the subspace of the Fock space,
spanned by tensors of length n. Define for n1 jn : T n  T n by
jn(!i  } } } !n)= j(!n) } } }  j(!1).
Because j(b } ! } a)=a* } j(!) } b*, this map is well-defined on the algebraic
relative tensor product TA } } } A T. Let ( } , } ) A be the A-valued inner
product on T.
Assume that & !i ‘i &A=0 for some !i , ‘i # T. We claim that
& j(!i ‘i&A=0. Indeed, for all a=a* # A,
, \: j(!i ‘i), : j(!k ‘k)A a+=:i, k ,(( j(!i ‘i), j(a!k ‘k))A)
=:
i, k
,((a!k ‘k , !k ‘k) A)=0.
It follows by a similar computation that jn is well-defined. Let
j0 : L2(A, ,)  L2(A, ,) be the Tomita conjugation operator associated to
,. Let J=n0 jn : T,  T, . Then J2=0 and J is an anti-linear isometry.
It is clear that 0 is cyclic for the algebra J8(A, ’) J. Hence to prove that
0 is separating (so that , b E is faithful), it is sufficient to prove that
J8(A, ’) J/8(A, ’)$.
Since X(h) for h # K’ are right A-module maps from T, to itself, it is
clear that JAJ commutes with X(h), h # K’. It is also clear that JX(h) J
commutes with A, h # K’, and that JAJ and A commute. It remains to
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show that JX(h) J and X(g) commute for h, g # K ’. For this purpose we
compute for ! # T, ‘ # T n
JX(h) JX(g) !‘!$
=JX(h) J(g!‘+(g, !i) A } ‘!$)
=JX(h)( j(!$) jn(‘) j(!) j(g)+ j(!$) jn(‘) } (g, !)*A)
= J(h j(!$) jn(‘) j(!) j(g)+h j(!$) jn(‘) } (g, !)*A)
+J((h, j(!$))A } jn(‘) j(!) j(g)+(h, j(!$))A } jn(‘) } (g, !)*A)
= g!‘!$ j(h)+(g, !) A } ‘!$ j(h)
+g!‘ } (h, j(!$))*A+(g, !) } ‘ } (h, j(!$))*A .
Similarly,
X(g) JX(h) J!‘!$= g!‘!$ j(h)+(g, !)A } ‘!$ j(h)
+g!‘ } (h, j(!$))*A+(g, !)A } ‘ } (h, j(!$))*A
It follows that [X(g), JX(h) J] T n=0 if n2. We also get, for ! # H,
JX(h) JX(g)!=JX(h) J(g!+(g, !)A)
= g! j(h)+(g, !)A } j(h);
X(h) JX(h) J!=X(g)(! j(h)+J (h, j(!))A)
= g! j(h)+(g, !)A } j(h).
It remains to prove that [X(g), JX(h) J] a0=0 for all a # A. We have
JX(h) JX(g) a0=JX(h) J(g } a)=JX(h) a* } j(g)
=J(ha* } j(g))+J((h, a* } j(g))A)
= g } a j(h)+J(h, a* } j(g))A .
On the other hand, using the fact that a # A and JX(h) J commute,
X(g) JX(h) Ja0=X(g) aJX(h) J0= ga } j(h)+(g, a } j(h))A . K
5.2. Example. Let A=L[0, 1] and let ’: A  A be given by
’( f )(x)=| f ( y) d’x( y).
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Let , be the state on A corresponding to integration against Lebesgue
measure. Assume that there exists a function F=[0, 1]2  [0, 1]2, so that
d’(x, y)
dx dy
=F(x, y).
We have ( f (x, y), g(x, y))(a)= f (x, a) g(x, a) d’a(x). Also, d’a(x)=
F(x, a) d’x(a). Define j( f )(x, y)=F(x, y)&12 f ( y, x). Then j is an isometry
from L2([0, 1]2, d’(x, y)) to L2([0, 1]2, d’( y, x)). Moreover, the equation
(g, a } j(h))A 1A=J(h, a* } j(g))A reads
| f (x, y) a(x) F(x, y)&12 h( y, x) d’x( y)
=| h(x, y) a( y) f ( y, x) F( y, x)&12 d’y(x).
In fact, the map j with the properties above exists if and only if the measure
d’(x, y) and d’( y, x) are equivalent.
5.3. Crossed Products. Let A be a von Neumann algebra, , a normal
faithful state on A, and _, be its modular group. Let Cc(R, A) be the space
of continuous compactly-supported functions on R with values in A. Given
two such functions a(t), b(t), define
(a(t), b(t)) =|
+
&
,(b*(t) a(t)) dt.
Denote by L2(R, A) the Hilbert-space completion of Cc(R, A) with
respect to the resulting norm.
Then the crossed product algebra A <_ , R can be represented on the
space L2(R, A) as the von Neumann algebra generated by operators
 a(t) Utdt, a # Cc(R, A) acting by
\| a(t) Ut dt } b(r)+ (s)=| _t&s(a(t)) b(s&t) dt.
The crossed product algebra contains operators ?(a), a # A, acting by
(a } b(r))(s)=_&s(a) b(s), and Ut , t # R, (Ut } b(r))(s)=b(s&t). These corre-
spond to formally setting a(t) to be a times the delta function at zero, or
to the delta function at t, respectively. The operators ?(a), a # A and Ut
generate the crossed product algebra. Moreover, they satisfy
Ut ?(a) U&t=?(_t(a)),
UtUs=Ut+s , U t*=U&t .
Theorem 5.3. Let , be a normal faithful state on a von Neumann
algebra A, and let ’ij : A  A be a covariance matrix. Assume that the condi-
tions of the hypothesis of Proposition 5.2 are satisfied.
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With the above notation, let &ij=A <_ , R  A <_, R be a covariance
matrix given by
&ij \| a(t) Ut dt+=| (!i , a(t) } 2it(!j))A Utdt, a # A, i, j # I.
Then
8(A, ’) <_ , b E R$8((A <_, R), &).
Proof. Consider the algebra 8(A <_ , R, &). It is generated by C=
A <_ , R and operators Xi=L(‘i)+L(‘i)*, i, j # I, where L(‘j) satisfy
L(‘i)* cL(‘j)=&ij (c), c # C.
Consider the algebra 8(A, ’) <_ , b E R. It is generated by operators
?(a): a # A, Ut , t # R, and ?(L(! i)+L(! i)*), i # I. Its subalgebra, generated
by operators ?(a): a # A and Ut , t # R, is isomorphic to C.
Notice that the representation ? of 8(A, ’) on the representation space
of the crossed product algebra can be extended to all of operators on
B(L28)(A, ’)), since _, can be extended to this larger algebra. So in
particular, ?(L(’i)) makes sense. Further,
?(L(’i))* | a(t) Ut dt?(L(!j))=| L(!i)* a(t) L(2it! j) Ut dt
=| (!i , a(t) 2it! j) Ut dt
=&ij \| a(t) Ut dt+ .
Since _, commutes with the conditional expectation E: 8(A, ’) onto A,
there exists a conditional expectation F: 8(A, ’) <_ R onto C=A <_ R. It is
not hard to see that, because of the relation
?(L(!i))* c?(L(!j))=&ij (c), c # C,
the joint distribution with respect to F of [?(L(!i))] i # I and C is the same
as the joint distribution with respect to E ,(C, &)C of [L(‘i)] i # I and C. It
follows that
8(A, ’) <_ R=(C, ?(L(!i)+L(!i)*): i # I)$8(C, &),
as claimed. K
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The following corollary was obtained earlier in [16, Theorem 4.1], but
we restate it for completeness.
Corollary 5.4. Let M be a free ArakiWoods factor. Then the core of
M is of the form 8(L(R), ’) for some covariance matrix ’.
Proof. As shown in Example 3.5, M is of the form 8(C, &) for some
covariance matrix &. Applying Theorem 5.3 gives that the core of M,
M <_ R, is isomorphic to 8(C < R, ’)=8(L(R), ’). K
6. THE CATEGORIES C AND C{ .
6.1. 8 as an Operation on a W*-Probability Spaces. If A is a von
Neumann algebra, and ’ij : A  A is a covariance matrix, then 8(A, ’) is
again a von Neumann algebra. If the assumptions in the hypothesis of
Proposition 5.2 are satisfied, E: 8(A, ’)  A is faithful. Hence if A has a
normal faithful state ,, then 8(A, ’) canonically possesses a normal faithful
state, , b E. This means that if we impose upon ’ the assumptions in the
hypothesis of Proposition 5.2, A [ 8(A, ’) becomes an operation on W*-
probability spaces (i.e., on von Neumann algebras with selected normal
faithful states).
6.2. Crossed Products and Hyperfinite Algebras. If A is a von Neumann
algebra and : is an automorphism of A, then A <: Z is again a von
Neumann algebra. Furthermore, there is a canonical conditional expecta-
tion E: A <: Z  A. Hence A <: Z is also an operation on W*-probability
spaces.
Consider the smallest collection h of von Neumann algebras, satisfying
the following properties: (1) C # h and (2) whenever A # h and : # Aut(A),
then A <: Z # h. Then h contains L[0, 1]=C < Z, as well as all Krieger
factors L[0, 1] <: Z, : # Aut(L[0, 1]). Hence h contains all diffuse
hyperfinite factors. Also, all algebras in h are hyperfinite.
6.3. The Categories C and C{ . By analogy with the definition of
category h, we make the following definitions:
Definition 6.1. Let C be the smallest collection of W*-probability
spaces, so that
(1) (C, id) # C and
(2) whenever (A, ’) # C and ’ij : A  A is a covariance matrix, so
that the hypothesis of Proposition 5.2 is satisfied, (8(A, ’), , b E) # C.
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Definition 6.2. Let CT be the smallest collection of W*-probability
spaces, so that
(1) (C, id) # C and
(2) whenever (A, ,) # C{ , so that the hypotheses of Proposition 5.2
and Proposition 2.20 are satisfied, (8(A, ’), , b E) # C{ .
Because of Proposition 5.2, whenever (A, ,) # C, , is faithful. Because of
Proposition 2.20, whenever (A, ,) # C{ , , is a trace on A. Also, clearly
C{ /C.
Theorem 6.3.
(a) C{ contains interpolated free group factors as well as L[0, 1].
(b) C contains free ArakiWoods factors.
(c) Assume that (A, ,) # C, and let C be its core C=A <_ , R. Then
C # C.
(d) Assume that (A, ,), (B, ) # C (resp., C{). Then the W*-proba-
bility spaces (A, ,) V (B, ) and (A, ,) (B, ) are both in C (resp., C{).
6.4. Some Technical Lemmas. Before giving a proof of Theorem 6.3, we
first prove several lemmas. Assume that we are given a covariance matrix
’ij : N  N. We express the tensor product (or the free product) of an
algebra M with 8(N, ’) as the algebra 8(MN, &) (respectively, as
8(M V N, &)) for some specially chosen covariance matrix &.
Lemma 6.4. Let (M, ,) and (N, ) be W*-probability spaces. Suppose
that ’ij : N  N be a covariance matrix. Consider the covariance matrix
&ij : MN  MN, given by
&ij (ab)=a’ij (b).
Let EN : 8(N, ’)  N and EMN : 8(MN, &)  MN be the canonical
conditional expectations. Then there exists a state-preserving isomorphism
:: (8(MN, &), (,) b EMN)  (M, ,) (8(N, ’),  b EN).
Proof. Consider the algebra 8(MN, &). It is generated by MN and
the MN-valued semicircular system Xi=L(!i)+L(!i)*, where L(!j)
satisfy
L(!i)* (ab) L(!j)=a’ij (b), a # M, b # N. (6.1)
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Note that if a=1, we get in particular that
L(!i)* (1b) L(!j)=1’ij (b), b # N. (6.2)
It is therefore sufficient to prove that (i) the algebras M1 and
W*(1N, Xi : i # I ) commute and (ii) are independent with respect to
(,) b EMN . Indeed, it would then follow that the GNS representation
associated to the restriction of (,) b EMN to W*(1N, Xi : i # I ) is
faithful. Because of (6.2), we get that Xi for a 1N-valued semicircular
system with covariance matrix ’, so that the image in the GNS representa-
tion for (,) b EMN of W*(1N, Xi : i # I ) is isomorphic to 8(N, ’).
However, as we saw, this GNS representation is faithful, so that
W*(1N, Xi : i # I ) is itself isomorphic to 8(N, ’). It follows that
8(MN, &)$MW*(1N, Xi : i # I )$M8(N, ’) (in fact, in a state-
preserving way).
To prove (i), note that for m=m* # M
L(!), m1]* [L(!), m1]=L(!)* } m1 } L(!) } m1
&m1 } L(!)* } L(!) } m1
+m1 } L(!)* } m1 } L(!)
&L(!)* } m1 } m1 } L(!)=0,
because of (6.1). Part (ii) is left to the reader. K
Lemma 6.5. Let (M, ,) and (N, ) be W*-probability spaces. Let
’ij : N  N be a covariance matrix. Denote by E M V NN the canonical
state-preserving conditional expectation from (M, ,) V (N, ) onto N. Con-
sider the covariance matrix &ij : (M, ,) V (N, )  (M, ,) V (N, ) given by
&ij (x)=’ij (E M V NN (x)) # N/(M, ,) V (N, ).
Let EM V N : 8((M, ,) V (N, ), &)  (M, ,) V (N, ) and EN : 8(N, ’)  N
be the canonical conditional expectations. Then there exists a state-preserving
isomorphism
:: (8((M, ,) V (N, ), &), (, V ) b EM V N)  (M, ,) V (8(N, ’),  b EN).
Proof. The algebra 8((M, ,) V (N, ), &) is generated by B=
(M, ,) V (N, ) and a B-valued semicircular system Xi=L(!i)+L(! i)*,
i # I with covariance matrix &. Thus L(!i) satisfy
L(!i)* wL(! j)=’ij (E M V NN (w)), w # (M, ,) V (N, ). (6.3)
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In particular, we get that
L(!i)* mL(!j)=,(m) ’ij (1), m # M (6.4)
and also
L(!i)* nL(!j)=’ij (n), n # N. (6.5)
We claim that W*(N, Xi : i # I ) is free with respect to (, V ) b EM V N
from M. This will prove the statement of the lemma, because by (6.5) and
an argument similar to the one in Lemma 6.4, the algebra W*(N, Xi : i # I )
is isomorphic to 8(N, ’).
To prove the claimed freeness, we will prove a stronger statement:
namely, that the algebras W*(N, L(!i): i # I ) and M are free with respect to
(, V ) b EM V N . For the proof, notice that W*(N, L(!i): i # I ) is (densely)
linearly spanned by elements of the form
n0 L(!i1)
g(1) n1 } } } L(!ip )
g( p) np ,
where p0, ij # I, g( j) # [ } , V ], and nj # N, 1 jp. Because of the
relation (6.5), it is sufficient to take the span only of the elements of the
form
W=n0L(!i1) n1 } } } L(!ik) nk L(!ij+1)* nk+1 } } } L(!ip)* np , (6.6)
i.e., ones where g( j)= } for jk, and g( j)= V once j>k. By the definition
of the conditional expectation EM V N , we get that EM V N(W)=0, unless
p=0 (i.e., unless W=n0 # N).
Let
S=[n0 L(!i1) n1 } } } L(!ik) nk L(!ik+1)* nk+1 : nj # N, p>0].
Then ker (, V ) b E & W*(N, L(!i): i # I ) is densely linearly spanned
S _ (ker  & N).
Assume now that wj # S _ (N & ker ), and mj # M, j=0, ..., q, so that
,(mj)=0 andor m0=0, mq=1. To prove freeness, must show that
(, V )(EM V N(m0w1m1w2 } } } mq)=0. (6.7)
Assume that for all j, wj  S. Then (6.7) is exactly the condition that M
and N are free, hence is satisfied. Assume now that for at least one
1 j0q, wj0 # S. Then the expression m0 w1m1 } } } mq is a certain word
involving mi , elements of N and L(!i), L(!i)*, i # I. If this word does not
contain a subword of the form L(!i)* nmkn$L(! j), n, n$ # N, mk # ker , b M,
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its expectation onto M V N is zero, by definition of EM V N , so that (6.7) is
true. If this word does contain such a subword, then the entire word is zero
by (6.3),
L(!i)* nmkn$L(!j)=’ij (E M V NN (nmkn$))=’ ij (n,(mk) n$)=0.
Hence (6.7) is true in any case. K
6.5. Proof of Theorem 6.3. (a), (b) Let A=C, and ’: A  A be the
identity map. Then by Example 3.3, we get that
8(A, ’)=AL[0, 1]$CL[0, 1]=L[0, 1].
Thus L[0, 1] # C{ /C. Similarly, the algebras produced by Example
3.5 belong to C, so that C contains free ArakiWoods factors.
Since L[0, 1] # C{ , the algebras produced by Example 3.4 are also in
C{ . Thus C{ contains interpolated free group factors L(Fs), 1<s2. Let
A=L(Fs), 1<s2, and denote by { the unique trace state on A. Let I be
an index set ’ij : A  A be given by ’ij (a)=$ij{(a). Then 8(A, ’) belongs
to C{ . Furthermore, by Example 3.3, 8(A, ’)$A V L(F |I |). By results of
Radulescu and Dykema, this algebra is isomorphic to L(Fs+|I |), so that C{
contains all interpolated free group factors. This proves (a) and (b).
(c) Assume that (A, ,) # C. Then there exists an n # N, algebras
Ak # C, and covariance matrices ’kij : Ak  Ak , k=0, ..., n so that Ak+1=
8(Ak , ’k), A0=C, and An=A. Furthermore, the state , is the composition
of its restriction to the algebra An&1 /A and the conditional expectation
onto An&1 . Thus by Theorem 5.3, the core of A is isomorphic to
8(C(An&1), ’$), where C(An&1) denotes the core of An&1 , and ’$ij is a
certain covariance matrix on the algebra C(An&1).
Hence the core of A is in C if the core of An&1 is. Proceeding inductively,
it is sufficient to show that the core of A0=C is in C. But this core is
L(R)$L[0, 1], which is in C by part (a).
(d) We prove the statement for tensor products; the proof for free
products is identical, except that rather than using Lemma 6.4, one uses
Lemma 6.5. We also restrict ourselves to considering C, since the proof for
C{ is identical.
Assume that A, B # C. Then there exist algebras Ak , and covariance
matrices ’kij : Ak  Ak , 0kn, so that A0=C, An=A, and Ak=
8(Ak&1 , ’k&1). According to Lemma 6.4,
Ak B=8(Ak&1 , ’k&1)B=8(Ak&1 B, ’^k&1),
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for certain covariance matrices ’^k&1, k=1, ..., n. Hence if Ak&1 A # C, so
is Ak A. Proceeding inductively, it remains to prove that A0 B # C,
which is obvious, since A0=C. K
6.6. Concluding Remarks. It is possible, rather than starting with
complex numbers, to start with a certain algebra A, and then consider the
smallest collection of von Neumann algebras, containing A and closed
under 8. It is not hard to see that such a category would be closed under
the operation of free products with amalgamation over A.
The results of this section remain valid if we switch to the C*-algebraic
category.
7. FREE KRIEGER ALGEBRAS
7.1. Hyperfinite Case. Krieger factors arise as crossed products of the
algebra L[0, 1] by ergodic automorphisms. All hyperfinite factors are
Krieger factors.
7.2. Free Krieger Algebras. By analogy, we define a free Krieger algebra
to be an algebra of the form 8(L[0, 1], ’), where ’: L[0, 1] 
L[0, 1] is a completely positive map (so that ’ is a 1_1 covariance
matrix).
Consider on L[0, 1] the trace {, given by integration against Lebesgue
measure. Let ’ be the measure on [0, 1]2 associated to the completely-
positive map ’; see Example 2.8.
One source of examples of completely-positive maps ’ are automor-
phisms of [0, 1]. If :: [0, 1]  [0, 1] is ergodic, we set ’:( f )=:( f )+
:&1( f ), f # L[0, 1]. In other words, the measure corresponding to ’ is the
‘‘$-measure along the symmetrization of the graph of :.’’ Notice that if :
preserves Lebesgue measure, then
{(’:(a) b)={(:(a) b+:&1(a) b)={(:(a) b)+{(:&1(a) b)
={(a:&1(b))+{(a:(b))
={(a’:(b)),
so that { b E is a trace on 8(A, ’:). We will show that 8(A, ’:) is itself a
crossed product by Z; but first we will prove a more general result.
7.3. Covariance Matrices Arising from Automorphisms. Let A be a von
Neumann algebra, , a normal faithful state on A, and :: A  A be a V-auto-
morphism; we do not assume that : preserves the state ,. We consider the
algebra 8(A, ’), where ’11(a)=:(a)+:&1(a), ’12(a)=i(&:(a)+:&1(a)),
’21(a)=i(:(a)&:&1(a)), ’22(a)=:(a)+:&1(a).
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Consider the algebra C=AL(F), and let f: L(F)  L(F) be the
free shift, obtained by choosing generators gi # F of the free group and
sending gi to gi+1 . Let ;=: f : C  C.
Theorem 7.1. With the above notation,
8(A, ’)$D=C <; Z. (7.1)
Proof. Embed A1/C/D in the usual way, and consider the A-
valued conditional expectation E: D  A. We consider on D the state , b E.
Then D is generated by A1, unitaries 1wi , i # Z (corresponding to the
generators gi of the free group); W*(gi : i # Z)=L(F) and a unitary u,
implementing ;; i.e., ua1u*=:(a)1, uwj u*=wj+1 . Notice that 1wi
are free with respect to , b E.
Let 0b # W*(1w0) be a quarter-circular generator; i.e., the distribu-
tion of b with respect to , b E is given by
, b E(bk)=
4
? |
1
0
tk - 1&t2 dt.
Then D is generated by A1, b and u; indeed, wi # W*(uibu&i). Hence D
is generated by A1 and c=ub. Consider the expectation onto A of a
word
W=c g(1)a1c g(2)a2 } } } an&1c g(n), ai # A1,
for some function g: [1, ..., n]  [ } , V ]. Then, using the commutation
relation
ca1=uba1=ua1b=ua1u*ub=:(a)1c,
we get
E(W)=: f (1)(a1: f (2)(a2 } } } : f (n&1)(an&1) } } } )) ,(c g(1) } } } c g(n)),
where f (i)=1 if g(i)= } , and f (i)=&1 if g(i)=V. Note that u and b are
V-free with respect to , b E, because W*(u, b)$L(F) <f Z$L(F2), in a
way that sends u to the first generator of L(F2), and b to the algebra of the
second generator. Thus (see [23]) c is V-distributed with respect to , b E as
a circular element.
Let L1 and L2 be A1-valued free creation operators with covariance
matrix determined by
Li*aL j=0, i{ j, L1*aL1=;(a), L2*aL2=;&1(a), (7.2)
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for a # A1. Consider C=L1+L2* , and let EA denote the canonical
conditional expectation from C*(A, L1 , L2) to A. Then one has
(aL1&L1 ;(a))* (aL1&L1 ;(a))
=L1*a*aL1&;(a*) L1*aL1&L1a*L1;(a)+;(a*) L1*L1 ;(a)
=;(a*a)&;(a*) ;(a)&;(a*) ;(a)+;(a*) ;(a)=0,
and similarly for L2 . It follows that for all a # A, we have
aC=C;(a). (7.3)
Hence if
W=C g(1)a1 C g(2)a2 } } } an&1C g(n), ai # A1,
for some function g: [1, ..., n]  [ } , V ],we get
EA(W)=: f (1)(a1: f (2)(a2 } } } : f (n&1)(an&1) } } } )) ,(C g(1) } } } C g(n)),
where f (i)=1 if g(i)= } , and f (i)=1 if g(i)=V. Note that C is V-dis-
tributed with respect to , b E as a circular variable. We conclude that the
joint V-distributions of c and C, viewed as A1-valued non-commutative
random variables, are the same. Hence D$W*(A, C), the latter denoting
the von Neumann algebra generated by C*(A, C) in the GNS representa-
tion corresponding to , b E.
It remains to connect C to A-valued semicircular systems. Let
X1=C+C*=(L1+L2)+(L1+L2)*,
X2=&i(C&C*)=(&iL1+iL2)+(&iL1+iL2)*.
Write l1=L1+L2 , l2=&iL1+iL2 . Then,
li*al j=’ij (a), a # A
where ’ is as in the statement of the theorem. Hence Xi is an A-semicircular
family with the desired covariant matrix. K
7.4. Classification of Free Krieger Factors.
Lemma 7.2. Assume that : is an ergodic transformation on A=L[0, 1]
leaving invariant the measure class of the Lebesgue measure. Let L1 and L2
be as in the proof of Theorem 7.1, and C=L1+L2*. Then W*(A, C)=
W*(A, C+C*).
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Proof. We have the relation fCg= f:&1(g) C, by Eq. (7.3). Hence
f (C+C*) g= f:&1(g) C+ f:(g) C*. Since : is ergodic, the associated
transformation on [0, 1] is equal to its own inverse only on a set of
measure zero. It is therefore possible to find functions f pi and g
p
i , p # N,
i=1, ..., np , such that
& f pi } :(g
p
i )&
1
p
but
:
np
i=1
f pi :
&1(g pi )=1.
Letting
Cp= :
np
i=1
f pi (C+C*) g
p
i ,
we get that Cp  C in norm. Hence W*(A, C+C*)#W*(A, C). K
Corollary 7.3. Let : be an ergodic transformation of A=L[0, 1]
preserving the absolute continuity class of Lebesgue measure, and let f be the
free shift on L(F). Let ’(a)=:(a)+:&1(a), a # A. Then
8(A, ’)$AL(F) <: f Z.
We note that under the hypothesis of the Corollary, 8(A, ’) is always a
factor, and is of the same type (IIx , IIIx) as A <: Z. In particular, this gives
examples of when 8(A, ’) is a factor of type III0 .
Proposition 7.4. Let : and :$ be two ergodic transformations of A=
L[0, 1], both preserving the absolute continuity class of Lebesgue measure.
Assume that : and :$ are orbit equivalent, i.e., that there is a measure class
preserving isomorphism %: A  A, and measurable integer-valued functions
n(x), n$(x), such that
% b : b %&1( f )= :
k # Z
/[x # [0, 1]: n(x)=k](:$)k( f ),
%&1 b :$( f ) b %= :
k # Z
/[x # [0, 1]: n$(x)=k] :k( f )
for f # A, /X denoting the characteristic function of X. Then 8(A, :+:&1)$
8(A, :+(:$)&1).
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Proof. By Corollary 7.3, the algebras in question are isomorphic to
8(A, ’) and 8(A, ’$), where ’=’: and ’$=’:$ are obtained from : and :$
as in Subsection 7.3. Let A1, u and b be generators of 8(A, ’), as in the
proof of Theorem 7.1. In the isomorphism 8(A, ’)$(AL(F) <: f Z), b
is an element of L(F), corresponding to the choice of a generator of the
group F and u implements the action : f. Notice that an measure-class
preserving automorphism % of A induces an isomorphism of 8(A, ’) with
8(A, % b ’ b %&1), by naturality of the construction of 8. Hence we may
assume, replacing if necessary :$ with %&1 b :$ b %, that the automorphism %
of the hypothesis is the identity map. Let now
u$= :
k # Z
/[x: n(x)=k] uk.
Then also
u= :
k # Z
/[x: n$(x)=k](u$)k,
so that W*(A1, b, u)=W*(A1, b, u$). Let c$=u$b. Since for all
j, k, ukbu&k # 1L(F) commutes with all /[x: n(x)=k] # A1,
(u$)k b(u$)&k= :
j # Z
/[x: n(x)= j] ukjbu&kj/[x: n(x)= j]
=:
jZ
/[x: n(x)= j] ukjbu&kj.
It follows that the elements [(u$)k b(u$)&k: k # Z] are free. By construction,
conjugation by u$ implements :$ on A1. Let + be a normal faithful state
on A, and let ,=+ b EA . Then we have that
D=(W*(A1, (u$)k b(u$)&k : k # Z), ,)$(AL(F), +{),
and ,(D } (u$)k)=0 if k{0. Furthermore if f is the free shift on L(F), then
u$ implements :$f on D. It follows that
8(A, ’)$D <:$ f Z,
which by Theorem 7.1 and Corollary 7.3, is isomorphic to 8(A, ’$)$
8(A, :+(:$)&1). K
Corollary 7.5. If : is an ergodic transformation on A=L[0, 1], and
: preserves Lebesgue measure, then 8(A, :+:&1) does not depend on :.
Proof. By Dye’s theorem (see, e.g., [9]), all such measure-preserving
transformations are orbit-equivalent.
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Notice that the algebra 8(A, :+:&1) is never full; when : is measure-
preserving, this algebra has property 1 (but is not McDuff). It follows that
there are algebras in the category C{ , which have property 1.
8. CONNES { INVARIANT FOR FREE PRODUCTS
OF VON NEUMANN ALGEBRAS
8.1. The u-Topology and Full von Neumann Algebras. Let M be a von
Neumann algebra, and denote by Aut(M) the topological group of all
automorphisms of M endowed with the u-topology (the topology of
pointwise norm convergence on the predual M
*
, see [8, 1]). By a result
of Haagerup ([8]), for any normal faithful state , on M, each : # Aut(M)
is canonically implemented by a unitary U: acting on L2(M, ,). Moreover,
convergence of :@ in the u-topology corresponds to strong convergence of
the associated unitaries U:@ .
Let Inn(M) be the group of all inner automorphisms of M; Connes
defined M to be full if Inn(M) is closed in the u topology on Aut(M). If
this is the case, Out(M)=Aut(M)Inn(M) is a topological group when
endowed with the quotient topology. For M with a separable predual,
Out(M) is a Polish group. We denote by ? the quotient map from Aut(M)
onto Out(M).
8.2. The { Invariant for Actions of Topological Groups. Let G and H be
topological groups, and :: G  H a continuous homomorphism. We shall
then write {(:, H) for the weakest topology on G making : continuous;
equivalently, this is the pull-back of the topology on H via :.
By an action of a topological group G on a von Neumann algebra M we
mean a continuous homomorphism :: G  Aut(M), where Aut(M) (as
always in this paper) is endowed with the u-topology. If M is full,
? b :: G  Out(M) is a continuous homomorphism. The following defini-
tion is essentially due to Connes:
Definition 8.1. The { invariant of a topological group action
:: G  Aut(M), {(:)={(:, Out(M)) is the weakest topology on G making
? b : continuous.
Note that {(:) is an outer conjugacy invariant of :; that is, :$ is another
action of G on M, and there exists # # Out(M), such that #&1 b ? b : b #=
? b :$, then {(:)={(:$).
In particular, as observed by Connes in [4], if G=R and :=_,t is the
modular group of some normal faithful weight , on M, then {(M)={(:)
is an invariant of M. Indeed, by Connes’ Radon-Nikodym type theorem
(see [3]), $(t)=? b _,t does not depend on the choice of ,.
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8.3. Computing the Invariant. For a state , on M, following [4], define
&x&>,=(,(x*x)+,(xx*))12, x # M.
The proof of the following Theorem is, essentially without modifications,
the proof of Connes’ Theorem 5.2 in [4], but we provide it here for
completeness.
Theorem 8.2. Suppose that M is a von Neumann algebra, and there
exists a normal faithful state , on M, a constant C<, and unitaries
uk # M, k=1, ..., N, such that for all x # M,
&x&,(x)&>,C max
k=1, ..., N
&[x, uk]&>, . (8.1)
Suppose that :: G  Aut(M) is an action of a Polish topological group G,
such that :g(uk)=uk and , b :g=,, for all g # G and k=1, ..., N. Then
{(:)={(:, Aut(M)).
Proof. The von Neumann algebra M is full (see [4]).
Since {(:, Aut(M)) is obviously stronger than {(:)={(? b :, Out(M)),
and Out(M) is a Polish topological space, it is sufficient to show that
whenever gn # G is a sequence, then
? b :gn  1 in Out(M) O :gn  1 in Aut(M).
Assume that ? b :gn  1 in Out(M). Then there exists a sequence of
unitaries vn # M, such that as n  ,
Advn b :gn  1 in Aut(M).
But then in particular, for each k=1, ..., N,
Advn b :gn(uk)  uk strongly,
which, since :(uk)=uk , means that
vnukvn*  uk strongly.
Thus
[uk , vn*]  0 strongly.
Since taking inverses is a continuous operation, we similarly get
[uk , vn]  0 strongly,
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hence
[uk , vn]  0 V-strongly.
But then by (8.1) and [4], there exists a sequence of complex numbers
*n , |*n |1, such that vn*&1n  1 and *nvn*  1 strongly as n  . Hence
Advn  1 in Aut(M), implying that :gn  1 in Aut(M), as claimed. K
Corollary 8.3. Suppose that M is a von Neumann algebra, and there
exist ,, uk as in Theorem 8.2, satisfying (8.1), and assume in addition that uk
are fixed by the modular group of ,. Then {(M)={(_,t , Aut(M)).
Note that {(_,t , Aut(M)) is the weakest topology on R making t [ 2
it
,
strongly continuous, where 2, is the modular operator of ,.
8.4. { Invariant for Free Products. In [2] Barnett showed that if (M, ,)
=(M1 , ,1) V (M2 , ,2), where Mi are von Neumann algebras, ,i are normal
faithful states, and the centralizers M,i#Hi , i=1, 2, where Hi are groups
of orthogonal unitaries, |H1 |2, |H2 |3, then (8.1) is satisfied, and uk
can be chosen from the group generated by H1 and H2 . We use the nota-
tion {6 {$ for the weakest topology stronger than both { and {$.
Corollary 8.4. Let (M1 , ,1) and (M2 , ,2) be von Neumann algebras,
with normal faithful states ,i . Assume that the centralizers M ,ii contain
groups Hi of orthogonal unitaries, with |H1 |2, |H2 |3. Let (M, ,)=
(M, ,1) V (M, ,2). Then M is full. Assume that :k : G  Aut(Mk), k=1, 2
are continuous homomorphisms, and ,k b :k=,k . Denote by :1 V :2 the
canonical homomorphism from G to Aut((M1 , ,1) V (M2 , ,2)). Then
{(:1 V :2)={(:1 V :2 , Aut((M1 , ,1) V (M2 , ,2)))= 
k=1, 2
{(:k , Aut(Mk)).
Proof. The only thing to observe is that g [ :1 V :2(g) is continuous in
Aut((M1 , ,1) V (M2 , ,2)) if and only if g [ :k(g) # Aut(Mk) are con-
tinuous. K
As a simple corollary, consider an action of Z on a free group factor M,
generated by a semicircular family s(HR2) for a real Hilbert space H
(see [23, 18]) given as follows. Let U: H  H be an orthogonal transfor-
mation, and define :(s(h!))=s(Uh!), h # H, ! # R2. Then M can we
written as the free product with respect to traces of A=W*(s(h (a, 0)):
h # H, a # R) and B=W*(s(0, a): a # R), in such a way that : is the free
product of its restriction to A and the identity automorphism on B. Then
it is easily seen that Z % k [ :k # Aut(M) satisfies the conditions of
Corollary 8.4, and hence {(:)={(:, Aut(M))={(k [ Uk, O(H)). Here
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O(H) is the orthogonal group of H endowed with the strong topology.
Note that {(:) is an outer conjugacy invariant of :. It is easy to construct
such actions : with uncountably many different invariants {(:).
Corollary 8.5. Let (M1 , ,1) and (M2 , ,2) be van Neumann algebras,
with normal faithful states ,i . Assume that the centralizers M ,ii contain
groups Gi of orthogonal unitaries, with |G1 |2, |G2 |3. Let (M, ,)=
(M, ,1) V (M, ,2). Then M is full and
{(M)={(t [ _,t , Aut(M))
= 
k=1, 2
{(t [ _,kt , Aut(Mk))
= 
k=1, 2
{(t [ 2 it,k , U(L
2(Mk , ,k))),
where we write U(L2(Mk , ,k)) for the unitary group of the Hilbert space
L2(Mk , ,k), endowed with the strong topology.
For a full factor M admitting almost-periodic weights, {(M) is just the
weakest topology making the maps t [ Mexp(it) on l2(Sd(M)) strongly con-
tinuous (here Mf stands for the multiplication operator by f # l(Sd(M))).
Hence the above Corollary implies some of the earlier results computing
Sd(M) in terms of point spectra of 2,k (see, e.g., [7, 15]).
8.5. { Invariant for Free ArakiWoods Factors. We now compute { for
some free ArakiWoods factors. We refer the reader to [15] for the defini-
tions and notations. Assume that \ is a representation of R on a real
Hilbert space HR . Assume that \ either contains a two-dimensional trivial
representation of R, or a periodic representation. Denote by O(HR) its
orthogonal group, with the strong topology.
Corollary 8.6. With the above assumptions,
{(1(HR , \)")={(\, O(HR)).
Proof. Observe that by [15], the assumptions are enough to guarantee
that for some H$R , and an orthogonal representation \$ of R on H$R ,
1(HR , \)"$((1(H$R , \$)", ,\) V (L([0, 1], *)) V (L[0, 1], *)$A V B,
where * is the Lebesgue measure. Then A and B, taken with their respective
states, satisfy the conditions of Corollary 8.5; this along with the computa-
tion of the modular group of the above free product state made in [15],
implies the corollary. K
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Problem 8.7. Are the above factors different from the factor M
associated to a (multiplicity-free) representation of R, constructed by Con-
nes in [4]?
Corollary 8.8. Let \ be a real representation of R on HR , such that \
is not almost-periodic, and either has an eigenvalue not equal to 1, or the
eigenvalue 1 with multiplicity at least 2. Then 1(HR , \)" has no almost-periodic
weights.
9. SOME APPLICATIONS TO FREE ARAKIWOODS FACTORS
Let / and $0 be the free entropy and free entropy dimension as intro-
duced by Voiculescu [2022]. Recall that if A is a von Neumann algebra,
an A, A-correspondence is a Hilbert space, together with commuting nor-
mal representations of A and Aop. For example, the space T, , constructed
in Subsection 2.1, is an A, A-correspondence (associated to the covariance
matrix ’).
Proposition 9.1. Assume (M, {) is a II1 factor and there exists a diffuse
commutative unital subalgebra A/M, such that the A, A-correspondence
L2(M)A is disjoint from (i.e., contains no subcorrespondences isomorphic to
a subcorrespondence of ) the coarse correspondence L2(A)C L2(A). Then
for any set of elements X1 , ..., Xn of M, Xi=X i* , such that W*(X1 , ..., Xn)
#A, one has
/(X1 , ..., Xn)=&
and
$0(X1 , ..., Xn)1.
Proof. This is immediate from Corollary 7.6 of [22], since Xi are
necessarily singular with respect to A, since the correspondences AX iA are
contained in L2(M), which is assumed to be disjoint from the coarse
A, A-correspondence.
Proposition 9.2. Assume the hypothesis of Proposition 9.1 is satisfied.
Then M cannot be isomorphic to an interpolated free group factor L(Ft),
t # (1, +].
Proof. For t<+ this is just because L(Ft) has a finite set of gener-
ators, whose free dimension is t>1. For t=, assume that M is
isomorphic to L(F). Let X1 , ..., Xn , ... be a sequence of free semicircular
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generators of M. Then for each n, $(X1 , ..., Xn)=n and /(X1 , ..., Xn)=
n log 2?e. Given =>0 and |>0, under the assumptions of the hypothesis,
there exist projections pi # A, 1iN and a finite symmetric subset of
[1, ..., N]2, so that
" :i, j # K piXkpj&Xk"2 =, 1k10, |K|N
2|. (9.1)
For n sufficiently large, there exist projections q1 , ..., qN # W*(X1 , ..., Xn),
so that (9.1) is satisfied with pj replaced by qj and = replaced with 2=. Then,
for suitable choices of = and |, by [22], it follows that /(X1 , ..., Xn)<
n log 2?e, which is a contradiction. K
Proposition 9.3. Let M be a type II factor and assume that there
exists a diffuse unital abelian subalgebra A/M, so that A L2(M)A is disjoint
from L2(A)C L2(A). Assume that the restriction of the trace of M to A is
a semifinite trace. Let p # M be a finite-trace projection. Then pMp satisfies
the hypothesis of Proposition 9.1.
Proof. We may assume that p # A. Assume for a contradiction that
pAp/pMp does not satisfy the hypothesis of Proposition 9.1, i.e., that
there exists a subspace H of L2( pMp), invariant under the left and right
actions of pAp, and which is isomorphic to a subcorrespondence of the
coarse pAp, pAp-correspondence; we may assume that H is cyclic. Let
pi , i # Z be orthogonal projections in A of equal traces, with p0= p, and let
vi be isometries in M, such that vi*vi= pi , vi v*= p0 ,  pj=1. Consider the
subspace K= vi*Hv i . Then K is invariant under the left and right actions
of A, and therefore is an A, A-correspondence. But K is isomorphic to a
subcorrespondence of the coarse A, A-correspondence. Indeed, since H is
cyclic, identifying A with L(R), p with multiplication of the characteristic
function on [0, 1] and pAp with L[0, 1], H defines a measure + on
[0, 1]_[0, 1], absolutely continuous with respect to the product Lebesgue
measure. But then K defines the measure d&(x, y)=k # Z d+(x+k, y+k),
which is clearly absolutely continuous with respect to the product measure
on R_R. K
Corollary 9.4. Assume that the hypothesis of Proposition 9.3 is satisfied.
Then M cannot be isomorphic to L(Ft)_B(H), for any t # (1, +].
Proof. Apply Corollary 9.2 to pMp, for p # M a projection of finite
trace. K
Assume now that ’i : L[0, 1]  L[0, 1]=A, i # I are normal completely
positive maps. Each ’i gives rise to an A, A-correspondence Ti=T,(’i) (see
Section 2.1). Assume that the maps ’i are self-adjoint (i.e., there exists a (finite
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or infinite) measure + on A, for which +(’i (x) y)=+(x’i ( y)), i # I). Let ’ij (x)
=$ij ’i (x), x # A, i, j # I be the associated covariance matrix.
Then the algebra 8(A, ’), generated by semicircular variables Xi and A,
is tracial (Lemma 4.2 in [16]). The trace is finite if + can be chosen to be
finite. Furthermore, from the representation of M=W*(A, Xi : i # I ) on the
Fock space, we find that the A, A-correspondence L2(W*(A, Xi : i # I )) is
isomorphic to
L2(A) 
n>0 \i # I Ti+
A n
.
Therefore, if we assume that all tensor powers
Ti1 A } } } A Tin , ik # I, k=1, ..., n, n # N, (9.2)
viewed as A, A-correspondences, are disjoint from the coarse A, A-corre-
spondence L2(A, +)C L2(A, +), then either M is a factor and Corollary
9.2 or Corollary 9.4 apply (depending on whether + is finite or infinite), or
M is not a factor. Thus in any case we have:
Theorem 9.5. With the above assumptions on ’i , let
M=8(L[0, 1], ’).
If M is not a finite factor, let p # M be a finite projection; otherwise, let
p=1. Then if x1 , ..., xk # pMp is any finite set of generators of pMp, one has
/(x1 , ..., xn)=&
$0(x1 , ..., xn)1.
Furthermore, M is not isomorphic to any interpolated free group factor
L(Ft), or L(Ft)B(H), dim H=, for any t # (1, +].
Proposition 9.6. Assume that ’i : L[0, 1]  L[0, 1], i # I=[1, ..., n],
are completely positive and self-adjoint for some probability measure + on
[0, 1]. Let a # A be a generator of L[0, 1] and Xi be ’-semicircular as
before. Then if for each i # I, the (L[0, 1], L[0, 1])-correspondence
associated to ’i is disjoint from the coarse correspondence, one has
/(a, X1 , ..., Xn)=&
and
$0(a, X1 , ..., Xn)1.
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Proof. Let ’ij (x)=$ij’ i (x), x # A, be a covariance matrix. Notice that
the correspondence associated to
Xi # 8(L[0, 1], ’)
is precisely the canonical correspondence associated to ’i (using the Fock
space representation of Xi as in Subsection 2.3). The rest follows from
Voiculescu’s Corollary 7.6 in [22]. K
Lemma 9.7. If ? is a representation of R on a Hilbert space, then the
spectrum _(??)#_(?)+_(?).
Proof. The spectral measure of ?? is given by the convolution of the
spectral measure of ? with itself. K
Lemma 9.8. Let ? be a representation of R, and write ?* for the
conjugate representation (i.e., t [ ?(&t)). Let
?~ = 
n0
? n (?*) n.
Then the spectrum of ?~ is a closed subgroup of R.
Proof. The spectrum is always closed; and by Lemma 9.7, it is closed
under addition. Furthermore, since ?~ =?~ *, this set is also closed under
negation x [ &x. But any such subset of R is a group. K
Lemma 9.9. Let ? be a representation of R whose spectral measure is
absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure. Then with the nota-
tion of Lemma 9.8, ?~ contains a subrepresentation isomorphic to the left
regular representation of R.
Proof. Notice that ?~ also has absolutely continuous spectral measure;
in particular, its spectral measure is non-atomic. By Lemma 9.8, ?~ has a
closed subgroup of R as its spectrum; but such a subgroup could either be
tZ, t0 or all of R. Since the spectral measure of ?~ is non-atomic, the
spectrum must be R. Since the spectral measure of ?~ is absolutely con-
tinuous with respect to Lebesgue measure, we conclude that ?~ contains a
subrepresentation with Lebesgue measure as spectral measure, i.e., the left
regular representation. K
Lemma 9.10. Let + be a probability measure on R and let ? be the
associated representation of R, t [ Mexp itx /B(L2(R, +)). Let { be the
weakest topology on R making ? strongly continuous as a map from R into
B(L2(R, +)). Assume that + is absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue
measure. Then { is the usual topology on R.
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Proof. Denote by {(\) the weakest topology on R making the represen-
tation \ continuous. Then one has
(1) {(\\$)=sup[{(\), {(\$)]
(2) {(\\$)sup[{(\), {(\$)]
(3) {(\$){(\) if \$/\
(4) {(\){(*) where * is the left regular representation (note that
{(*) is the usual topology on R).
Because of this, using the notation of Lemma 9.8, {(?)={(?~ ). But by
Lemma 9.9, ?~ #*, so {(?)={(?~ ){(*), which is the usual topology; on the
other hand, as noted above, {(?){(*) for any ?. K
Lemma 9.11. Assume that M is a type III factor and , is a normal faith-
ful state on M, such that {(_,t , Aut(M)) is strictly weaker than the usual
topology on R. Then the spectral measure of the modular operator 2, is
singular.
Proof. The topology {(_,t , Aut(M)) is the weakest topology making the
map t [ 2 it, strongly continuous. If the spectral measure of 2, is not
singular, we can write 2,=AB where B is a non-zero operator with
absolutely continuous spectral measure. Clearly, the weakest topology
making t [ 2 it, continuous is stronger than the weakest topology making
t [ Bit continuous. But by Lemma 9.10 applied to the representation
t [ Bit, this would imply that {(M) is stronger than the usual topology on
R, i.e., is the usual topology, which is a contradiction. K
Theorem 9.12. Assume that M is a factor and the modular operator of
some normal weight state , on M has singular spectral measure. Then the
core N=M<_ t, R is not isomorphic to any algebra of the form L(Ft)B(H),
for any t # (1, +]. In addition, let p # N be a finite projection. Then for
any set of generators X1 , ..., Xn for pNp, we have
/(X1 , ..., Xn)=&
$0(X1 , ..., Xn)1.
Proof. Let ? be the representation of R on L2(M, ,), coming from the
action of the modular group _,t , and let + be its spectral measure. Thus
L2(M, ,)=  Mtd+(t), and _
,
t =  exp(its) d+(s): if m # M, m=  m(t) dt,
then _,t (m)=  m(s) exp(its) d+(s). As a bimodule over L(R), L
2(M <_ t, R) is
isomorphic to
H=|

Ht d+(t),
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where Ht is the space of functions from the plane R2=[(x, y); x, y # R] to
Ht , which are L2 relative to the $ measure along the line x& y=t. The
right and left actions of f # L(R)$L(R) on !(x, y) # Ht are given by
( f } !)(x, y)= f (x) !(x, y), (! } f )(x, y)=!(x, y) f ( y).
It follows that H is disjoint from L2(R)C L2(R) (as bimodules over
L(R)) if and only if + has no absolutely-continuous part (i.e., is singular).
Thus if the representation space of the crossed product of M by the
modular group _,t , viewed as a L(R), L(R)-correspondence, were not
singular relative to the correspondence L(R)C L(R), it would follow that
? would contain a subrepresentation whose spectrum is absolutely con-
tinuous with respect to Lebesgue measure on R. However, by assumption,
? is the representation t [ 2 it, , and thus contains no such subcorre-
spondence.
The statement now follows by applying Theorem 9.4. K
Corollary 9.13. Let M be a type III factor with core isomorphic to
L(F)B(H). Let , be a normal faithful semifinite weight on M. Then the
spectral measure of the modular operator of , contains a non-trivial absolutely
continuous part.
We remark that by Lemma 9.11, the condition that for some normal
faithful weight ,, {(,, Aut(M)) is strictly weaker than the usual topology
on R implies the hypothesis of Theorem 9.15. Thus
Theorem 9.14. Let M be a von Neumann algebra, and assume that for
some normal faithful weight, the weakest topology making t [ _,t is strictly
weaker than the usual topology on R. Then the core of M is not isomorphic
to any of the algebras of the form L(Ft)B(H), t # (1, +].
Theorem 9.15. Let HR be a real Hilbert space and Ut a one-parameter
group of automorphisms of HR . Assume that the spectral measure of
n1 U nt is singular with respect to Lebesgue measure. Then the con-
tinuous core of 1(HR , Ut)" is not isomorphic to L(Ft)B(H) for any
t # (1, +]. Let L2(R; R) denote the real Hilbert space of real-valued L2
functions on R. Then 1(HR , Ut)"$3 1(L2(R; R), *t)", where *t is the left
regular representation.
Proof. Apply Theorem 9.12, and use Theorem 4.8 in [16] that the core
of the free ArakiWoods factor 1(L2(R; R), *t)" is L(F)B(H),
dim H=. K
Corollary 9.16. Let M=1(HR , Ut)" be a free ArakiWoods factor,
and assume that Ut is almost-periodic and non-trivial. Then the continuous
core of M is not isomorphic to L(Ft)B(H), for any t # (1, +].
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Corollary 9.17. Let * be the left regular representation of R on the
real Hilbert space L2(R; R) of real-valued L2 functions. Let *t be the left
regular representation of R on this space. Then the algebra 1(L2(R; R), *t)"
has no almost-periodic normal faithful states or weights.
Proof. If it were to possess such a weight, then by Theorem 9.12, its
core could not be isomorphic to L(F)B(H), since the modular operator
of that weight would be almost-periodic, and hence would have singular
spectral measure. But the core is isomorphic to L(F)B(H) by
Theorem 4.8 in [16]. K
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